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ABSTRACT
Results for the masses of hadrons using a quark model with confinement and
chirál symmetry are shown. Á one-dimensional simple model is alio used to
estimate the effects of the quark substncture of nucleons iii nuclear structure.
The simple picture of a hadron as a bound system of either three quarks (baryon)
or a quark and an antiquark (meson), is very successful in explaining hadron spec
troscopy. Even without knowing the details of the dynamics of quarks —tlie so called
naive quark model— one can obtain a large amount of information in good agreement
with the observed data —quantum numbers, magnetic moments and mass formulas.
Some dynanilcal quark models have been developed, in whicli quarks and an
tiquarks interact through a two-body potential, inspired on QCD 1)• These phe
nomenological models are very successful in explaining hadron spectroscopy. How
ever, they are non-relativistic and assume certain large coas tituent quark masses,
different from the current quark masses of QCD. On the other hand, they do not
incorporate an important ingredient in hadron physics: the approximate chiral sym
metry and its spontaneous breakdown. Ás a consequence they fail to explain why
the mass of the pion is one order of magnitude smaller than baryon masses.
The model introduced by Le Yaouanc, Oliver, Pêne and Raynal 2), considers rela
tivistic current quarks and a phenomenological potential that both confines quarks
(antiquarks) and provides a dynarnical mechanism for spontaneously breaking the
chiral symmetry. The Hamiltonian of the model is
H=Jd~x[HD(x)+HI(x)1

(1)

where HD is the free Dirac Hamiltonian density
HD(X)

=

~bt(x) (m/3

—

ia V) «x),

(2)
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and H1 an instantaneous interaction term
Hi(x)

=

~ Jd~y V(x

—

y) ~t(x)~b(x) ~t(y)~~~(y).

(3)

Here )~ are the Geil-Manu color matrices and V(x — y) a confining potential, for
instance a potential linear or quadratic .on 1 x — y . If H1 = O the fieid operators
~& and
are those of the Dirac theory, which can be written in terms of creation
and anibilation operators for free quarks and antiquarks, bf, df, b and d.
If the interaction is now “switched on” the operators that create interacting quarks
and antiquarks, (~t and Jt), are not the sarne as in the free case. They are defined by
the condition that the vacuum energy be minirnum. This condensa! vacuum, which
is a state with no quarks or antiquarks, when written in terrns offree quark operators
corresponds to a condensate of quark-antiquark scalar pairs. The Hamiltonian (2)
is chirally invariant in the linzit of massless quarks (m —* 0). However, the vacuurn
condensate is not invariant under chiral transforrnations and chiral symmetry is
spontaneously broken 2)~
Mesonic wave functions and masses have been calculated by solving the Bethe
Saipeter equation in the case of a quadratic confining potential 3)• In the baryon
case we have recently soived the bound state equation for three quarks using a
variational approxirnation 4)• Some selected results are shown in table 1.
TÂBLE 1. Masses of some mesons, the nucleon and the deita. The potential is quadratic
with a parameter K~ given by (4/3)’/3K0 = 290 MeV. The quark masses used are m~ =
md = 0, m~ = 1362 MeV. The model resnlts are from Ref. 4 and experimental data from
Ref. 5.
Hadron

jPC

Theory
(MeV)

Experiment
(MeV)

J/lJ)

1——

3096
3097

2979
3097

Xco
Xci

0~
1~
~

3332
3343
3365

3415

0

1998

1869

1

2005

2007

1~
2~

2499
2552
1378
1612

2424
2459
939
1232

i~

x~
D
D*
D1
D~
N
~

1/2+

3/2+

3511
3556
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By adjusting just one parameter for the confining potential and the current quark
masses, a good description of the meson spectrum is obtained. In tabie 1 the masses
of the up and down quarks were taken to be zero m = o; in fact the resuits do not
change much if m is between O and 10 MeV. However, the pion mass is very
sensitive to m, and it becomes zero for m = o ~). Choosing an appropriate vaiue of
m within O and 10 MeV gives a pion mass in excellent agreement with experiment.
The masses of the nucleon and deita are approximateiy 400 MeV too high, because
coupiing of baryons to mesons has not been considered. The encouraging result is
that the N — A mass splitting is approximately correct.
In the case of severai hadrons, as in the nucieus, the probiem of obtaining the
quark state of the bound system becomes intractabie. One may then use the quark
state of the nucieon to do a foiding of its internai structure with the nuclear struc
ture obtained from an effective theory where nucieons are considered eiementary.
Hereafter we caii this approach the impulse approzimatiorz. To see how this ap
proximation works, iet us consider a simple modei that can be soived exactiy at the
quark levei and compared to tire impuise approximation resuits.
The modei consists in a one dimensionai system of non-reiativistic quarks, with
oniy one internai quantum number: coior. These quarks are piaced inside a box of
iength L that represents the nucieus. Tire modei Hamiitonian is of the non-linear
Schrõdinger type
H

=

(~~x

[~—a~#I(x) ô~~~(z) + ~#Jfr) #~(x)

#d(Z)

&(x)J,

(4)

which corresponds to a system of fermions with a contact interaction of strength g.
Tire coior indices e and d shouid be summed over wherever they appear repeated.
With an attractive interaction (g < 0), the iowest iying states are those with quarks
ciustered into coior singiets with as many quarks per ciuster as number of coiors.
An effective theory where the ciusters are regarded as eiementary particies can be
constructed and used to deveiop an impuise approximation6). Figure 1 shows the
resuits for the momentum distribution N(p) and tire eiastic form factor F(q) of tire
deuteron. Tire effective theory was constructed in very good agreement with the
energy spectrum and it aiso reproduces tire momentum distribution very cioseiy.
However, in the case of the form factor it does not give the correct asymptotic
beiravior. This probiem still remains even after the effect of Pauli exchange of
quarks is inciuded (cluster apprvzimation in the figure). The reason is tirat both
approximations assume the same state for a nucieon isoiated or inside a nucieus.
Tu this simpie modei the form factor shows the effect of tire nuclear medium on the
internal structure of nucieons.
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FIG. 1. The momentum distribution (left) and elastic form factor (right) ofthe deuteron,
ix the simple one-dimensional model. The parameter À is the size of the free nucleon (from
Ref 6).
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DISCUSSION

J. 11111:

Calculations by Vary indicate the deuteron to be a
six—quark

cluster

about

correctly) of the time.

5

Z

(if

1

remember

Does your model shed any

light on this matter ?
L. Wilets:

A comment on the remark of Hili:

Although it was

once popular to consider the nucleus to consist of
3q and 6q clusters, sucli a division is too naiive.
It is better to consider the nucleus to consist of
3q

clusters,

of

pairs

of

interacting

(distorted)

3q clusters, etc.
A. Gattone:

I’m impressed with the spectroscopy you obtained
for charmonium.

Have you tried to calculate MI or

EI transitions between your calculated states?
J. Viliate:

No, we have not calculated any transitions yet but
in principie these can be done.
a

quark model

like

this

is

The advantage of

that

one

can

do

a

complete hadron spectroscopy study, as done in the
Isgur—Karl

model.

On

the

other

hand,

by

incorporating chiral symmetry one can also study
the same observables calculated ~in chiral modeis
o’ —model, Nambu-Jona—Lasinio, etc.).

